SNARE	35
to a notice in the Gazette of April 11, those who wish to leave
Natal for temporary periods may, if they so desire, apply for such
permits for absence* It will be for the officer to decide whether
or not to grant a permit. Any Indian going ,out may have one
on payment of £1 if he supplies the information required by the
officer. One of the conditions of the permit will be that the
person-concerned must return within one year. If he docs so, he
will be allowed to disembark without going through an educa-
tion test. On the expiry of one year, the permit will lapse. A
permit that has been used once cannot be used again, but must
be surrendered to the officer. Here, a bait is held out that there
will be no education test on return. Before issuing a permit, how-
ever, they will have done enough to make the applicant gasp; what
more can they put him to, within a year's time? Let us consider
the consequences of applying for such a permit. First, the appli-
cant will have to pay, as it were, a fine of £1, He will have to pay
this fine every time he leaves. Secondly, the officer will put him
to a test on every such occasion. Thirdly, if a great many Indians
take out these permits, the Government can argue that the provi-
sion for three years' absence in the new Bill is a big concession.
What objection, besides, can be raised against the limit of one year?
As against these dangers, the advantages of not taking out such a
permit are many* Anyone who leaves may remain outside without
the least anxiety and, on returning, re-enter by furnishing the [re-
quired] evidence, If he keeps the evidence ready before leaving,
there will hardly be any difficulty* Another important advantage
is that a person not applying for a permit would have done no harm
to the community. We hope that not a single Indian will look
at this permit* We also hope that those who read this note will
explain it carefully to others and advise them not to walk into the
snare* It is the duty of Durban leaders to protest against this notice
without losing any time and to tell the Government in strong, clear
terms that the community, instead of regarding this notice as having
been issued for its benefit, thinks it injurious and insulting to them*
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